ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
times, those of England: but the wealth of England was mobile
and concentrated in fewer hands, and its direction in fewer still.
The dispossession of the English people from their land, which
had been going on continuously for two generations, had already
produced a considerable proletariat—that is, cheap labour and the
beginnings of the capitalist system. In France the exact opposite
had happened—the peasants had already become in the main the
owners of their land or tenants on long and very low customary
leases, and the property of the middle class was well divided.
The English squire in his country house was a man of many
hundreds or some few thousands of pounds a year, drawn from
the rents of the village land, of which he was always the principal
and often the only possessor. The corresponding small noble
in France in his chateau had, from dues and the rest, an average
income of some £200 a year only from one parish or manor;
the balance was in the hands of those who in England would
have been small fanners paying a competitive rent or labourers
at a wage. Further, England had a banking system already fully
developed, which the French had not; and, in general, whether
for the levying of taxation or for the rapid gathering of large
capital for one concentrated effort, all the advantage lay with
English society as against French.
Another moral factor of the first importance must be noted.
All the directing forces of English society were unitedly fixed
towards one object, the extension of commerce and wealth; and
for this adventures overseas—colonial in America and military
in India—were essential. But in France there was divided
counsel. The so-called c philosophers,' the writers and thinkers
who were beginning to count for so much in that country, were
almost unanimous in doubting the value of expansion overseas,
They maintained that foreign plantations and military posts
established far from the mother country could never be per-
manently governed from the centre, while Europeans thus
expatriated would, they said, degenerate and also become alien
to the original European type.
Many modern men would now say that they were right, but
for at least a century and a half after their time the enrichment
of a European country by its adventures overseas was to prove
so great that the anti-imperialist school seemed manifestly
wrong. We must add to this the fact that the French were
divided between the policy of yielding something to their
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